
COLLEGE PARTY IDEAS

Next time you plan on throwing a party, check out these 20 college party themes that will give you and your friends the
opportunity to mix up you.

Kelci Lynn Lucier has worked in higher education for over a decade. Thrift Shop Your reaction Thank you!
Teachers are not welcome.? Scott â€” Have a night where you dress up like Gatsby characters. For example,
one may hate raspberries or Pink. Subscribe to our Thank you for signing up! Luau Your reaction Thank you!
Classic Toga Party The toga theme is a perennial campus favorite, and unless there's another toga party
traditionally held on your campus, it's a no-brainer. If people are excited about a hot new movie, they'll be
interested in attending your bash. Is everyone quoting lines or characters from it? From the roaring 20's, to the
groovy 70's, to the golden era of boy bands, the 90's! What are you going to do? What are some unique college
party ideas you have? Make sure you don't have any inbetweeners though! Cool In Middle School â€” Make
everyone wear the old trends that were popular back when they were in middle school. Keep an eye out for
decorations and other items that can be used for a kid party. Anything except actual clothes. Your entire outfit
from shirt down to socks must all be a different color. Besides, it is a good choice for those, who are looking
for relationships as phone numbers of all party-members are available! Visiting such type of a party, you do
not need to guess if it is a good idea to offer a cocktail to the approaching beauty in green outfit. Snowpants or
No Pants Your reaction Thank you! Jail Break â€” Dress like a criminal. Have fun! As long as they are not
wearing clothes, anything goes. Regardless of what color they are wearing, their outfit is always a
conversation starter at a Stoplight party. A darty where everyone is dressed as lawn flamingos. To recreate this
play in your own apartment, decorate your space with fake moss and twinkling lights to mimic the forest. Will
your boyfriend be Zeus of Apollo? Glow What You Know â€” Turn off the lights and pass around glow sticks
for everyone to wear. Who doesn't love the gods and goddesses of Greek mythology? Going with a
decade-themed party ensures that everyone coming will know what to wear. Some would bring the laptop. A
rags to riches party is great because it appeals to everyone! Fundraising Party Make fundraising the goal. Head
to Outer Space Just like heading underwater, heading to outer space can be a simple and straightforward theme
for your college party. Host a Masquerade This is a classic theme for good reason; nearly everyone likes a
good masquerade party. Where's Waldo Have you ever wanted to be in a life-size Where's Waldo puzzle? The
person who gets the highest number of calls is the winner of the party! Additionally, creating a playlist to play
during the party is easy-cheesy.


